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My Life, My Love, My Legacy by Coretta
Scott King
A touching memoir from an important figure
in the civil rights movement transcribed by
journalist Dr. Barbara Reynolds. Overall,
the tone is as gracious and soft-spoken as
the legendary Southern lady and concert
singer herself, born in a deeply segregated
town in Alabama. Coretta lived a life of
violence and hatred directed at her and her
family, and yet she rose above it with
strength and an ability to persevere and
love. While her biography is very much her
own journey, it also includes details of
historical events relating to her husband,
their family, and the legacy that she carried
on after MLK Jr.'s death. A love story, a
family saga, and the memoir of an
extraordinary brave leader.

Simple Natural Healing by Donna LaBar
Author Donna La Bar firmly believes in
nutritional healing to reverse nearly every
ill. She spent 30 years studying the science
of how the body naturally heals itself and
translates scientific healing health
approaches into layman’s terms. Everything
La Bar knew about recovering the body to
wellness was put to the test when her
daughter, age twelve, was diagnosed with
advanced leukemia. Her recovery changed
LaBar’s life and the lives of everyone she
has helped. She continues to coach others
with terminal diagnoses and illnesses and
includes stories of their recoveries. She
navigates the science and explains in easy
steps how to leverage the body's ability to
heal and repair itself.
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The Most Dangerous Place on Earth by
Lindsey Lee Johnson
Set in a wealthy town near San Francisco,
the story focuses on a group of teenagers
and one of their younger teachers. They are
entitled, spoiled, and largely ignored by
their parents. Johnson uses this setting as a
springboard to explore the culture of
privileged teens today. She takes turns
telling the student’s and teacher’s stories in
3rd person vignettes meant to give us
glimpses inside their minds. Each vignette
tells part of one larger story, of which they
are all a part of. The book warns of the
horrors of social media, how it betrays
friendships, how people can be heartless
and ruthless with no regard to feelings and
outcomes.

An Irish Country Love Story by Patrick
Taylor
The eleventh heartwarming installment
in bestselling author Patrick Taylor's beloved
Irish Country series. This is a love story on
several levels. The love between couples is
seen through Dr. Fingal and Kitty, Barry and
Sue, and the rest of the eccentric characters
that Taylor brings to life. The affection the
village townspeople have for each other is
demonstrated in their community search for
Sonny's missing dog and the efforts to save
the doctor's beloved home, which may have
to be torn down. Always a bit of
controversy to spoil what is often a pictureperfect life in Ireland but it's the love of the
community that shines through in the end.

